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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which statement describes the relationship between portfolio
management and business as usual (BAU) in terms of delivering
strategic objectives?
A. Portfolio management realizes benefits when major changes
are successfully implemented; BAU realizes benefits from
tactical improvements
B. Portfolio management realizes benefits when major changes
are successfully implemented; BAU controls the major changes
delivered by portfolio management
C. Portfolio management controls the major changes to BAU; BAU
realizes benefits when major changes are successfully
implemented
D. Portfolio management runs the business; BAU changes the
business
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
For which three requirements would you use the Database
Resource Manager?
A. specifying an idle time limit that applies to sessions that
are idle andblocking other sessions
B. limiting the CPU used per database call
C. limiting the degree of parallelism of operations performed
by user sessions in a consumer group
D. specifying the maximum number of concurrent sessions allowed
for a user
E. specifying the amount of private space a session can
allocate in the shared pool of the
SGA.
Answer: A,C,D
Explanation:
References:http://docs.oracle.com/cd/B19306_01/server.102/b1423
1/dbrm.htm

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which three pieces of information should be documented in each
phase of a design implementation plan? (Choose three.)
A. step description
B. easy guidelines in case of failure
C. simple implementation guidelines
D. estimated rollback time in case of failure
E. estimated implementation time
F. design document references
Answer: A,E,F

NEW QUESTION: 4
Ihr Netzwerk enthÃ¤lt eine Active Directory-DomÃ¤ne mit dem
Namen contoso.com. Die DomÃ¤ne enthÃ¤lt einen domÃ¤nenbasierten
DFS-Namespace (Distributed File System) mit dem Namen
Namespace1, fÃ¼r den die access-based Enumeration aktiviert
ist.
Namespace1 hat einen Ordner mit dem Namen Folder1. Ordner1 hat
das Ziel \\ Server1 \ Ordner1.
Die Berechtigungen fÃ¼r Ordner1 werden wie in der folgenden
Tabelle gezeigt konfiguriert.
Access-based Enumeration ist fÃ¼r die Freigabe von Folder1
deaktiviert.
Sie mÃ¼ssen sicherstellen, dass sowohl Benutzer1 als auch
Benutzer2 Ordner1 sehen kÃ¶nnen, wenn sie auf \\ Contoso.com \
NameSpace1 zugreifen.
Was tun?
A. FÃ¼hren Sie das Cmdlet Set-DfsnFolder aus.
B. Deaktivieren Sie die access-based Enumeration fÃ¼r
Namespace1.

C. Verweigern Sie Benutzer1 die DFS-Leseberechtigung fÃ¼r
Ordner1.
D. FÃ¼hren Sie das Cmdlet Set-DfsFolderTarget aus.
Answer: B
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